LYNN A. ALMS
"A willing temper makes every burden light"... reserved in manner, practical in outlook... happiest surrounded by her friends... which are many.

CHRISTINE AMADITZ
"I am content, I do not care"... nothing is too exciting... fear of authority is unknown... expressive dark eyes.

ELLEN RUTH ANDERSON
"A nurse's tongue is privileged to talk"... it's a rare moment to find her at rest... a contributor to the Black Hawk Band.

CHARLES JOHN ANSBACH
"Music and women, I can not but give way to"... entertainment in himself... a clever mind, bright flashes of wit.

JACQUELINE LOUISE APONE
"People say life is the thing but I prefer reading"... the introvert half... a Grecian beauty... studious.

JILDA LUCILLE APONE
"Why would I not have her like me? Because no likes the same"... noted for her humorous sarcasm... rebellious... sticks up for her beliefs.

KAREN MARIE APPEL
"Not that I love study less, but that I love fun more"... outspoken, but willing to please... people are her happiness, friends are her delight.

KIMBERLY ANN ARMOR
"Expresses herself in writing, not in words"... known by many... a sincere nature, an earnest appeal... to be her friend is to have her confidence.

CHERYL A. AIMAN
"First by name and nice by nature"... congenial disposition is accented by her friendly smile... an impressive appearance, a dignified stature.

JACQUELINE ALBANOWSKI
"It is said that scarcely ever shall one see a fair woman who is not also stubborn"... teasing... athletically inclined... fond of fun.
MARILYN LOIS AULT
"I would rather be remembered by a song... an optimist who's forever cheerful... dancing blue eyes, sparkling golden hair.

CARL JOHN BABIC
"My heart bids me do it, if do it I can"... Mr. Mochnick and English are his downfall... active in intramurals... offbeat humor.

WALTER G. BAER
"Keeping quiet when proper and speaking when it is fit"... holds an interest in math and science... a future mechanical engineer.

ROY L. BANE
"Sleeping all morning makes it night 'til noon"... a sharp shooter... creates in one the ability to laugh... a nice guy.

SHARON G. BEAN
"By the little is known the much"... intelligent and industrious... has a lot to say... makes her own good time.

WILLIAM ARTHUR BENNETT
"Frankness is a natural quality"... an advocate of intramurals... "That's the way it goes"... big in size and big in heart.

SUSAN FAE BLACK
"Always cheerful, never sad, sometimes naughty, never bad"... our head cheerleader, just as peppy off the field as on... never without an argument.

MARCIA ELAINE BODEN
"If I had my life to live over, I'd live it as a blonde"... uninhibited and carefree... a different outlook, never the normal thing.

FRANCES BONCZEK
"Be friends with the friendly"... follows the Bonczek tradition... an enthusiasm for life and a sweet disposition... "Did you do your homework?"

BLAINE ALLEN BONTEMPO
"The waywardness of temper is strange"... verbose—will make a fine lawyer... a spirited agitator of the '64 squad.
DENNIS LEE BOYLE
"His own speed bears him on ... cars are his passion ... a jivey ... reckless, daring, and rebellious ... "Hi babes."

DORIS ANN BRUNO
"Be silent if you wish peace ... characterized by her dark hair and vivid features ... always seen in the library ... helpful and sincere.

CHERYL JOY BUDDE
"These make friends who do friendly acts ... pleasant and serene ... good sense overcomes life's obstacles ... domestically skilled ... fair.

LORRAINE HELENA BURKHART
"Seriousness and merriment are near neighbors ... always wearing beautiful sweaters ... quiet ... a true friend.

BARBARA ANNE BUTLER
"Cast away her bashfulness and some of her charm is lost ... shy and quiet, but around strangers only ... not a worrier ... "That's life."

RICHARD BUZZA
"Nothing great without enthusiasm ... an ingenious signmaker ... slightly rebellious ... on the humorous side ... amiable.

DALE ALAN BYERS
"Life is amusing to an amusing man ... hard-working and persistent ... soon a doctor ... an individual in dress ... subtle.

STEPHANIE ANN CALLARO
"As the sun colors the day, so art colors my life ... an artistic temperament ... dark hair and beautiful eyes give her a striking appearance ... quiet friendliness.

RALPH CYRIL CAMPBELL
"To a singer an audience is delight ... enjoys a good joke ... always ready to laugh ... "The Moo Shop Man"—on his way to owning a restaurant.

SUSAN BECKY CAMPBELL
"Talk never wholly dies away ... interested in others ... eager to lend a hand ... talks of becoming a dental hygienist ... "See you at W.V.U."
THOMAS ANDREW CAMPBELL
"Nothing can satisfy but which confounds... active in the field of music... also interested in mechanics... soft-spoken.

PATRICIA ANN MARIE CAPORALI
"Darkness with excessive bright... takes dares willingly... beautiful eyes... fiery spirit conceals an inner love for people... ready to sing.

WAYNE ROBERT CAPRA
"True modesty consists in a due estimate of our merits... interested in dramatics... a shy grin... "Do we swing or do we swing?"

MARTHA CARNEY
"Under all, individuals... dramatic flair... a mind influenced by the arts and culture... a genuine warmth underlies her soft-spoken manner.

JANET SARA CARPMAN
"Like an angel's visit, short and bright... tends to under-rate herself... seemingly silent, but has a lot to say to her close friends.

ROBERT JAMES CARTER
"A good disposition is God's greatest gift... reserved at a distance... likeable... refinement betrays a sense of humor.

CAROLYN SYLVA CASSOON
"She that goes far has many encounters... an artist to be respected... one of those G.A.A. girls... a wonderful sense of humor.

PRUDENCE CAVE
"A fair exchange is no robbery... a gentility allotted to all... feeling of friendship conveyed by her every movement... outstanding in athletics as well as domestic trades... our foreign exchange student from New Zealand.

DOUGLAS JOHN CHICCITT
"Let each man exercise the art he knows... a quiet observer, yet an opinionated individual... seldom speaks, but listen when he does... genuine.

JAMES R. CLARK
"A conservative is a tame man... shy, warm smile... calm easy-going manner contrast with his fiery red hair... humorous."
GLEN MILTON CHRISTIANSEN
"There is music where there is harmony"... an enthusiastic fan of the German Choir... delights in being unpredictable... indispensable when it comes to folk song.

PATRICIA COBUN
"One that has travelled learns many things"... characterized by a casualness and indifference... "Onward Aardvarks!"... spritely attractiveness.

ROBERT L. CONROY
"Mechanics is nothing but perception"... will take up a trade in the service... dedicated to mischief... "Let's have a picnic, bonehead!"

STEVEN RAY COWAN
"We are all proud or humble according to our business prospects"... an administrator of tomorrow... an extrovert... "Cool it."

MARLENE CROUCH
"I shall have business with secret things"... aspires to be a detective... good-natured individual with an inquisitive mind... considerate.

BARBARA JEAN CRUM
"Persuade me you may, but I won't be persuaded"... charter member of the Bethettes... lively and bright... always at hand when needed.

PAULA JEAN CUPP
"Exuberance moves the world"... dramatic tendencies... "What's your major maladjustment?"... frowns on conformity... vivacious.

EDWARD J. CYPHERS
"Every artist first an amateur"... fair in appearance, sensitive at heart... radiates warmth.

KATHLEEN MARY DGNALL
"God helps those who help themselves"... a philosophy worthy of adherence... changeable... a strawberry blonde.

JAMES R. DANNER
"Ambition makes people diligent"... look for him on the rifle range... husky red-head... his future includes electronics.
DAN JOHN DAVIDOVICH
"Automobiles are for some the key to happiness" . . .
"Pick-up truck kid" . . . lean and lanky . . . would like a visit from Michael Anthony.

CLARE LESLIE DAVIES
"Beauty is engendered of modesty" . . . pleasant laugh . . . a sophistication that matches her appearance . . . a top-flight candy salesman.

EDWARD B. DAVIS
"Perseverance and drive, the trademark of a salesman" . . . enjoys the happy side of life . . . "Would you repeat the question?" . . . honest is as honest does.

HENRY M. DAVIS
"He's like the devil, always in mischief" . . . has a way with the opposite sex . . . his manner is genuine, his friendship sincere.

ROBERT S. DAVIS
"The small always have big things to offer" . . . the man behind the football team . . . "Surely you jest" . . . can be heard at all times.

SUSAN E. DAVIS
"Quiet persons are welcome everywhere" . . . calm in all situations . . . will make a fine airline stewardess . . . sociable but sensitive.

DAVID DEBUSSCHERE
"Many a true word has been spoken in jest" . . . just start him talking . . . perpetual motion . . . frequents the swimming pool.

THOMAS HENRY DE HUFF
"Sincerity is openheartedness" . . . Love means nothing to Tom—in tennis, that is . . . shy, unaffected smile . . . many friends, no enemies.

DARLA DAE DELESTIENNE
"Everything is relative to the individual" . . . the mystery of the A.P. History class . . . a non-conformist . . . always searching for new explanations.

JEAN ANN DEL VITTO
"There is an art in teaching" . . . studying comes naturally . . . bouncy . . . puts others before herself . . . capable.
DONNA K. DEMAREE
"Sociability is happiness of life... drama influences her actions... pleasant voice... "You must be kidding."

MARGARET LYNN DETRICK
"Wisdom coupled with wisdom is a rarity... a redhead who brought fun to the Berhette bus... little but lively... an all-around girl.

VIRGINIA DI LUISO
"Silence is but a rich pause in life... to win her confidence is an accomplishment worthwhile... an Italian beauty.

ROBERT B. DIXON
"I am not arguing with you—I'm telling you... organizer of our '64 Senior Band Show... intelligence accented by energy and good-naturedness.

MARY MARGARET DOLAN
"She who has ability will find her place... a future secretary... affable and good-natured... a pretty smile.

JOHN ANDREW DONAHUE
"Hurry me not; I have things to do... agility becomes him... anticipates graduation... materialistic... no set pattern.

WILLIAM C. DONATI
"General mischief depends upon general causes... his existence revolves around his motor scooter... delights in dauntless... a sharp wit.

RONALD M. DONIHI
"Electronics is not his master; he masters it... overwhelmingly frank... has a comment to fit every occasion... science club president.

VIVIENNE RUTH DEVEY
"It is humor to find humor... her goals in life are well-defined... a friend to rely on... understanding heart.

JOANN DEWIND
"Expressive in actions as well as words... theatries catch her fancy... special ability in regard to poetry... known for her rare sense of humor.
ROBERT DANIEL DOWDEN
"A well laid plan is ever to my mind most profitable"
... will be a draftsman in the future... often seen in the weight room.

RITA MARIA DOYLE
"I was never less alone than by myself"... her blonde streak may catch your eye... a little on the beat side... fascinating.

LESLIE HANSEN DRAYER
"The word lives longer than the deed"... perhaps destined to be a lawyer... enjoys a good time... a scientist at heart.

EUGENE RICHARD DUDJAK
"The world is running by machinery; one who knows this will find a place"... hopes to be a machinist... enjoys people... easy to get along with.

JUDYANN DUFFALA
"Quiet is a good thing"... busy and capable... combines a nice disposition with a cooperative attitude.

SUSAN I. DUFFY
"Imagination is the air of mind"... a dry humor, an irrepressible laugh... pensiveness alternates with exuberance.

STANLEY MARTIN DULEMBA JR.
"I've taken my fun where I've found it"... an active sportsman... baseball is his game... will take up a career in electronics.

DIANNE SUE DURSO
"Some power in gentleness we dreamed not of"... intelligent and patient... dark beauty... an air of serenity about her.

NANCY EDMUNDS
"Lives for today, tomorrow will take care of itself"... she believes in her right as an individual... special to those who know her well.

BARBARA LYNN EDWARDS
"Hospitality invites friendship"... gave a home to Prudence and initiated her into American ways... delighted by the people around her... serene.
KRISTEN HART EICHLEAY
"Friendship is to be valued, a quick mind is to be admired... striking appearance and unique charm... at the head of the choir... quiet sophistication on the surface, unpretentious underneath.

RICHARD ARDEN ELKO
"Art never expresses anything but itself... seen around the greens and fairways... earnest and sincere... "That's par for the course."

DAVID RAYMOND EMMITT
"When people agree with me, I always think I'm wrong... argumentative... easily acquires friends... sputters around in his blue Sprite... a charmer.

ALBERT R. EYTH
"Diligence overcomes difficulty... ability lies in the practical sciences... his hands will mold his future... to be a draftsman.

SHARON ELIZABETH FENTON
"Little girls are made of sugar and lots of spice... people enjoy being with her... seriousness is infrequent... a good choice for the foreign service.

JOY D. FIRRELL
"Real joy, believe me, is a serious matter... known to all, but really known by few... an unexplainable personality... "I am a girl, a pearl of a girl."

WILLIAM R. FLINN II
"The mildest manner with the bravest heart... soft-spoken and hard-working... one of those gridiron guys.

CLAUDIE M. FORBES III
"By different methods; different men excel... distinguished appearance... his vocabulary book is his best friend... talks with his hands as well as with words.

DIANNE LYNN FOSTER
"An impulsive nature can conceal a sensitive spirit... a good listener, an understanding friend... exuberance touched with childlike innocence.

CLAIRE MARIE FOURNIER
"Without art, I feel myself deprived of language... quiet, impressive beauty... proper in manner, offbeat in thought."
JUDITH L. FREY
"Kindness is the first of all virtues" . . . a shy, sensitive nature . . . tiny and dark . . . nursing is her ambition . . . reserved but friendly.

WALTER FOUST
"All great men are dying; I feel weak myself" . . . unique sense of humor . . . gaiety, athletics, and scholarship . . . a true Bethelite.

SUZANNE FRAUENS
"Little things come to mean a lot" . . . one of those optimistic few . . . active in extracurricular clubs . . . expressive, dark eyes.

RONALD EMMET GAMROT
"He is only bright that shines by himself" . . . Senior's pride of the basketball team . . . tall, dark, and handsome.

RICHARD DAVID GIBLIN
"I will sink or swim with my friends" . . . casualness is the mark of this Senior . . . tall and unhurried . . . "What a dip!"

SANDRA LEA GIGLIOTTI
"Life without mirth is a lamp without oil" . . . seldom seen not laughing . . . small but spirited . . . an enthusiasm for singing.

STEPHEN JOHN GIRSCH
"Every man has his own peculiar cast of mind and turn of expression" . . . non-conformist . . . at home behind a podium . . . the unusual is his usual.

WILLIAM CHARLES GARDARD
"Unobtrusively begets riches" . . . a talent and interest directed toward music . . . a willingness to help . . . works behind the scenes at school functions.

ANTHONY GEORGE
"Silence breeds many friendships" . . . dark . . . wants to be an engineer . . . a sense of humor which is clever without being obvious.

DAVID RHEDD GLENN
"Without hurrying the runner reaches his goal" . . . a diligent individual, always on the go . . . possesses an inquisitive mind . . . affable.
WAYNE C. GOHACKI
"To be capable of respect is almost as rare as to be worthy of it" . . . inborn ability to lead . . . collegiate . . . well known record collection.

VINCENT J. GOODMAN
"To lead a life of service is to give of oneself" . . . devotes much of his time to intramurals . . . ready and willing . . . "The Good Guys."

DAVID THOMAS GOODWIN
"Quicker than greyhounds, swifter than light" . . . disguises his intelligence behind a cloak of nonchalance . . . tall, lean and fair . . . a hustler.

RICHARD ROY GRAINER
"As large as life and twice as natural" . . . athletic ability coupled with intelligence . . . faithful member of the German choir . . . enjoys a good laugh . . . "I'll take the Steelers and seven points."

MARION LYNN GRAN
"No matter how much she talks, she never regrets" . . . seen distributing many office bulletins . . . blushes often color her cheeks . . . perky and opinionated.

JERRY GREGORY
"His wit and height both exceed usual limits" . . . motorbikes catch his fancies . . . already excels in his chosen profession of art.

BERNARD ALAN GRUMET
"An inquisitive manner exposes his interest in any and all" . . . a comic in his own right . . . satirical and critical, but all in fun . . . one can't help but acknowledge his perceptive mind.

MARYANN LOUISE HAINOS
"Live and let live" . . . the calm precedes the storm . . . unusual outlook on people in general.

KATHLEEN KAREN HAMILTON
"Honey and all sweet things light up a man's eyes" . . . sincere and earnest in her endeavors . . . has the makings for an efficient secretary . . . "Such is life."

NORRIS JACQUELIN HAMLETT
"Hair of gold may denote charm or temperance" . . . composed manner in any situation . . . has the required patience to teach grade school youngsters.
JAMES FRANK HAMMER
"Milder than the silent sea" . . . a willingness to help is an outstanding quality in anyone . . . initiated the class of 64's sign-making parties . . . considerate.

KAREN PATRICIA HANEY
"Small in stature, charming in disposition" . . . a laugh that spreads to others quickly . . . not known to back out of an argument . . . spirited.

FRANK WILLIAM HARMON
"He who is willing to work with others augments his own ability" . . . very easy to like, not so easy to find fault with . . . perhaps the neighborhood's friendly mortician.

WILLIAM THOMAS HART
"How terrible is satire in the hand of a great genius" . . . captain of the apes' football team . . . characterized by a subtle wit, arguments, and an overall friendliness.

RALPH HARVEY
"Peace and quiet bring out the good qualities in men" . . . plans a career in the armed forces . . . an air of definite masculinity . . . satisfied to keep his thoughts to himself.

BEVERLY GREER HAWKINS
"To know her is to like her" . . . easygoing . . . proficient in the art of conversation . . . helpful; will make a fine nurse.

ROBERT HAWTHORNE
"A strong imagination begets opportunities" . . . the stage is his second home . . . a laugh to match his wit . . . looks into things, an X-ray technician.

LINDA JEAN HAYES
"Every woman has a business life" . . . actively carefree . . . eager to participate . . . blonde, cordial, and competent.

ROBERT STEWART HEINDEL
"His slow ways get him places fast" . . . contributes rhythm . . . will strive to work in communications . . . "Think about it."

THOMAS SCOTT HENDERSON
"There is a natural aristocracy among men; the grounds for this are virtue and talent" . . . persistent . . . one of our top five in cross country . . . opened his house for our first Senior party.
PATRICIA LEE HENKEL
"For great responsibilities there is a great reward"... intelligent and a hard worker; can never find time for herself... a social career is in order.

SUSAN HENZE
"There are more smiles in the world than there are tears"... delights in helping people... will be in demand as a nurse... "What did we have for homework last night?"

LESLIE FENN HEPLER
"Sarcasm garnishes an able mind"... an athletic ability which does not detract from her attractiveness... "Flake off, sophomore"... sharp wit.

ROY JOHN HILGARTNER
"Slow to argue but quick to act"... baseball takes up much of his time... humor is evident in his wish to be a millionaire... "I give up."

JAMES ROBERT HILMEYER
"I take pen and ink in hand and write my mind"... novelty is accepted as normal... a casualness about him... has already started writing the Great American Novel.

MARTIN LIND HIMSSEL
"I'll believe it if you prove it"... nothing can be too perfect, everything must be reasonable... a distinguished member of the F.B.L.A... independent.

SUSAN LAUREL HINES
"Self confidence is the first requisite to great understanding"... dogmatic views... a flair for music... an appreciation of languages.

CAROL LEE HINGER
"A steadfast friend is something rare and hard to find"... an artisan of animals as well as paints... always on the go... a perky miss.

BARBARA ANN HIRSCHINGER
"What any man can do, I can do better"... totes a rifle, belts a cageball... may be a bookkeeper in the years to come... "Let's walk."
SUSAN JANE HODGKISS
"The reward of study is understanding" . . . gives assistance whenever needed . . . happy . . . thinks in terms of the optimistic . . . "Such is life."

JUDITH KAYE HOGAN
"Talking just for the sake of talking" . . . her long hair is the thing . . . anticipates membership in the Peace Corp . . . forever giggling.

JOHN E. HOLDEN III
"Talkative rather than eloquent" . . . hilarious . . . a fan of Mr. Ulmer's physics class . . . perhaps this will help him become an electrical engineer.

LAUREEN HOLZHAUSER
"Nimble of foot, peerless at beating the floor in the dance" . . . a serious expression . . . blonde as blonde can be . . . "What's happening?"

MARLENE CAROLINE HOFF
"True worth is in being, not seeming" . . . likes to get into mischief . . . there can never be too much fun . . . fair . . . a calmness not easily disrupted.

PHYLLIS HOPKINS
"It takes an interested person to make a good listener" . . . a tall blonde with an easy-going nature . . . often seen wearing shirts . . . unpretentious.

JAMES FRANCES HORAN
"He is disposed to fly the truck" . . . quiet confidence . . . the field of building beckons . . . an architect? . . . "Boy, am I!"

NEONEI HOULIHAN
"They are never alone that are accompanied by noble thoughts" . . . already active in her chosen field, nursing . . . a modest manner tops her assets.

KATHLEEN HOWE
"There is a certain majesty in simplicity which is far above the quaintness of wit" . . . a consideration for others . . . appreciated by many . . . saucy red head.

SCOTT HUENEFELD
"Boy of a hundred tricks" . . . has a strange attraction for history . . . heard as well as seen . . . a car-addict . . . "Agitate the gravel."
JANIS ANN HUFNAGEL
"Silence breeds many friendships". . . petite. . . will probably be the secretary to a big executive. . . "Your guess is as good as mine."

ROBERT ELMER JACOBS
"Skill to do comes of doing". . . if he has his way, he'll be an engineer. . . fleet-footed. . . patient and willing to listen. . . "I don't know, but."

CHESTER LEIF JACOBSEN
"Turns serious matters to sport". . . as fair as they come. . . like a leaf on a tree, one of the group. . . a tennis man. . . undoubtedly persuasive—a salesman perhaps.

DONALD W. JANCZEWSKI
"Whoever adopts himself shall be preserved in the end". . . able to meet the situation. . . "No kidding". . . his pleasure lies in driving.

JEANNE CAMILLE JANIAK
"Not only is there an art in knowing a thing, but also a certain art in teaching it". . . a seriousness of purpose. . . reacts with a smile. . . friendly.

DAVID WILLIAM JOHNS
"A grain of gaiety seasons everything". . . participates in swimming, football, and baseball. . . "You're cool as a moose". . . loves fun and its times.

JOHN E. JOHNS JR.
"Those who know how to swim stay on top". . . a mind occupied by activities as well as intellectual pursuits. . . very few surpass his humor.

DAVID ALAN JOHNSON
"To him that will, ways are not wanting". . . cars on the brain. . . "Better stock than not". . . bolsterous at times. . . humor is not excluded.

KENNETH J. JUSKOWICH
"Trust follows his words". . . always has something nice to say. . . believes that one good turn deserves another. . . talent lies with the bat, ball, and mitt.

WILLIAM KASKEY
"It is all one to me". . . work is for tomorrow rather than today. . . unassuming. . . school is certainly not a favorite. . . assured and confident.
HENRY JOSEPH KASKY
"I may be slow but I am precious sure" . . . a husky guy . . . seen in his purple jacket . . . a member of the soccer clan . . . "Chump!"

ZELLA LOU KAY
"A smile will cure all heartaches" . . . keeps herself busy . . . refreshing change from the ordinary . . . competent . . . "Surely you jest!"

STANLEY ERROL KENAH
"The only justification of rebellion is success" . . . will the South rise again? . . . is not one to take things lightly . . . tall, thin, and happy.

GERALDINE KERAGA
"Intelligence consists in recognizing opportunity" . . . a little off the norm . . . gentle . . . an honored business student . . . "Whoa."

RAYMOND H. KERLIN
"A man who knows language knows his own mind" . . . hopes to be a language teacher . . . prides himself on his individuality . . . friendliness becomes him.

DANIEL RICHARD KESTNER
"To each his own love, mine for me" . . . his humor still echoes in the football locker room . . . his destination —the Armed Forces . . . candid.

SANDRA JEAN KINAL
"The kindest thing in the kindest way" . . . a small-type girl . . . usually found in deep thought . . . will find a career in New York . . . composed.

KAREN ANN KINTER
"Will and wit strives with you" . . . truly physically inclined . . . undoubtedly the makings for a future gym teacher . . . out for some hard work and a good time . . . shining blonde hair.

LINDA ANN KLAES
"A good mind possesses a kingdom" . . . always called by her last name . . . has the capacity and ability to accomplish anything . . . whimsical . . . usually in a hurry.

KATHLEEN KLEBER
"Travel and a change of place impart new vigor to the mind" . . . desires to visit foreign lands . . . a pretty girl . . . her appearance is accented by good taste.
WILLIAM A. KNAUS
"Man's best friend is an understanding heart"... kept the band moving... no work is too hard or too troublesome... the cycle is his trademark.

GARY LEE KNOX
"Confidence placed in another often compels confidence in return"... talents exhibited in baseball... "Wait a minute!"... unassuming.

JOHN F. KOHLE
"One of those who will be a good influence on the world"... a worker in football and track... peps up any group... liked by one and all.

MARLENE KOHUT
"A willing temper makes every burden light"... a deep thinking individual... aspires to work in psychology... sparkling conversationalist.

JAMES GERALD KOLLAR
"Men are made great by their actions"... proficient in sports... husky... craves trips to Penn State... always at the top — sports, schoolwork, activities.

WILLIAM FRANK KOSSAN
"He would make a sport of it—for no sport, no fun"... quiet but friendly... enjoys a good time... "Study for what test?"

RONALD E. KOWALSKI
"Work is only done well when it is done with a will"... hopes to gain the knowledge it takes to become a successful business manager... involved in intramurals... realistic.

MARY ANN KOZORRA
"The look of a schoolgirl, the air of a sophisticate"... characterized by a positive attitude and straightforwardness... persuasive... carefree and impetuous.

JANEIT ANN KUHALA
"A smile that makes other smiles dim in comparison"... pensive and thoughtful... her ability to get along easily with people wins her many friends... an asset for a future nurse.

ROY JAMES LAGO
"Brought to assert a will of his own"... sticks up for his rights... will one day be an engineer perhaps... "What's happenin' captain?"
SHERYL ANN LANG
"There is no wisdom like frankness" . . . a chronic absentee, . . . an indifferent attitude toward the commonplace . . . casual charm.

KAREN JOYCE LASSIGE
"Speech is the index of the mind" . . . good natured . . . possesses an uninhibited sense of humor . . . "How's your mind?"

PATRICIA LYNN LAWN
"Exuberance is beauty" . . . a refined air which contrasts with her child-like charm . . . fashionable . . . "You're putting me on."

WARREN WAYNE LEONHARDT
"A man who qualifies himself well for his calling never fails of employment of it" . . . if he succeeds in his ambition he'll be found working with cars . . . an easy-going sense of humor.

JOAN DIANE LEOPOLD
"There is friendship where there is freedom of expression" . . . a bit of rebellion sparks her nature . . . Daisy of 'Lil Abner fame . . . "Saying something."

LINDA L. LESHEN
"To keep one's tenderness is called strength" . . . a pleasant manner highlighted by understanding and patience . . . exhibits a certain defiance.

ROBERT CLARENCELEYDIG
"Humor is gravity concealed behind the jest" . . . subtle in his remarks . . . will be a playboy of the medical set . . . "Don't be ignorant!"

NANCY MARTHA LINNERT
"Fun is found in the wildest places" . . . serious she's not . . . Beth's answer to Heidi . . . a madcap with an impish grin . . . the champion of Freddie, her fellow majorette.

CLARK E. LLEWELLYN
"The confidence which we have in ourselves engenders the greatest part of that which others place in us" . . . partial to the N.F.L. . . . "Let me say this about that" . . . kind.

DAVID A. LOVEJOY
"Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist" . . . never takes another's opinion; thinks for himself . . . animated at times . . . eccentric.
BARBARA ANNE LUTZ
"Business and action strengthen the mind" . . . 
will certainly advance her position in the business field . . . casual.

MAUREEN M. LUTZ
"In the sunshine of her smile" . . . spirited in speech, lively in action . . .
"That's nice" . . . a beguiling laugh which invites merriment.

DAVID LEE LUZZI
"To linger willingly among the healthful woods" . . . 
the forest will constitute his future work . . . continual happiness . . . the center of 
good times.

EDWARD MACHERSKY
"'Tis a laudable ambition which aims at being better 
than before" . . . definitely in favor of the Senior class . . . "Hey Saltmores" . . . 
diligent manager.

MARY PATRICIA MADDEN
"There is no satisfaction in any good without a 
companion" . . . to be compatible is a virtue . . . fond of fun . . . composed.

PATRICIA ANN MANCE
"Song is man's sweetest joy" . . . combination of intelligence and talent . . . will 
sprechen Deutsch . . . "Are you cool!"

BARBARA ANN MARANCHIE
"Like the weather—subject to change" . . . gets a kick 
out of life . . . a quiet individual . . . sincere and likeable in manner.

CHARLES EDWARD MARTIN
"Secret are the keys of persuasion" . . . sensitivity 
cloaked by wit . . . cool . . . "Do I want a Porsche or do I want a Porsche? 

GARY F. MARTIN
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again" . . . 
doesn't worry about even major problems . . . a chorus member . . . undecided about future plans.

BARBARA ROSE MAYER
"Silence is more eloquent than words" . . . an intelli-
gent member of the business group . . . a legal secretary in time.
JACQUELINE A. MAYNES
“Is she for myself; I think for myself” . . . a future in the air . . . laughter produces animation . . . cute . . . vitally interested in other people.

DIANE YOLONDA CHRISTINE MCCANN
“Beauty is a letter of recommendation” . . . long chestnut hair is an asset to her features . . . radiates warmth and sincerity . . . “You best believe that.”

KEITH F. MCCLAIN
“So of cheerfulness or of good temper; the more of it is spent, the more of it remains” . . . always making new friends . . . never without humor . . . one of those swimmers.

JACQUELINE ARLENE MCCORKLE
“Often the greatest talents lie in wait” . . . tall and willowy . . . a pleasant smile that brightens . . . “Gad Zaks.”

FRANCES McCURRY
“Activity keeps one fit” . . . a faithful G.A.A. member . . . friendly . . . finds good qualities in everyone . . . “I’m almost apt to!”

JOHN McDERMOTT
“He threw all his arder into talking” . . . has a mind for science . . . manages the basketeers . . . “One day I will be as big as you are.”

JAMES E. MCDONALD
“He makes people pleased with him by making men first pleased with themselves” . . . has the charm to make a smile meaningful . . . quietness makes him more intriguing.

LARRY BRUCE McGLOTHLIN
“Once a gentleman, always a gentleman” . . . ran with the best of them . . . brilliant mind . . . supervised candy apples and doughnuts at football games.

JEANETTE M. MCKAVIC
“Talking comes by nature, silence by understanding” . . . highly recommended in the business field . . . fun to know . . . “Boy, is she somethin’ else!”

NEAL BERNAK McKAVIC
“I have made enough noise in the world already” . . . occasionally quiet . . . a sense of humor that’s unusual . . . finds mechanics interesting.
KATHY JANE McNARY
"Good things should be praised... a Mochie Ape... talks as fast as she thinks... dreams of a white cap and a life of service... "What do you mean?"

MARY ANN MEGEATH
"Loyalty is the holiest good in the human heart... attracts friends by her warm smile... a whiz in math and science... "Holy Cow!"

DIANE JEAN ELIZABETH MENESINI
"A dabbler in the art of talking... rosy cheeks accent her dark features... understanding... "We don't talk about it"... peppy.

MARY LOUISE MEUSCHKE
"Her smile stays with me still... an open-hearted friendliness... there is a warmth of manner and speech... typing and shorthand will play a part in her future.

JOHN WILLIAM MEYERS
"An unruffled temper is certainly the mark of a wise man... has a penetrating stare... his training in science will better his chances in engineering... quiet."

BRUCE ALLAN MILLER
"The mind is trained by knowledge... entertains many with his melodious notes... a member of the band... appreciates the hard work of teachers—will be one himself.

CHARLES A. MILLER, JR.
"Nothing is good that ignores individuals... mechanical devices attract his attention... compatible... "Hey, you're nice!"... never shirks responsibilities.

JOHN DANIEL MILLER
"Whatever concerns anyone concerns me... a spaghetti man... the U.S. Treasury calls him to service... funny... "I think you've flipped."

GARY THOMAS McMINN
"He sees enough who doth his darkness see... a harrier... steady and responsible in the time of need... "True, true"... his subtle humor overshadows stillness."
JUDY MILLER
"To laugh something need
not be funny—for it is the
joining in which brings the
most pleasure... opinions
expressed openly... seemingly casual... life
for her holds no regrets.

PAUL THOMAS MILLER
"I have a skipping, lively
wit... robust and hearty
... has the strength of
many... engrossed by the
detailed mechanisms of a
motor.

ROBERT GLENN
MILLER
"Music is the eye of the ear"
... a true Pied Piper,
music follows him... an
organizer... a nice smile
complements his blue eyes
... "For heaven sakes!"

SUSAN ANN MILLER
"The deeper, the sweeter"
... at the head of a column
of Bethettes... stubborn
and persistent in everything
... her smile will advertise
her future profession—den-
tal hygienist.

FRANK CHARLES
MOLLY
"Perception constitutes
science"... will soon be
recognized in an Air Force
uniform... curious... well
informed when it
comes to meteorology.

LINDA SUE
MONINGER
"Life is a delight; away dull
care!... has the ability to
make those around her
happy... vibrant and
perky... will follow in the
delicate footsteps of great
dancers.

JOYCE RITA MOORE
"Joy steals over me,
challenging my tears"... in-
cessant talker... finds
time for many activities...
Wants to be the secretary of
a millionaire... "Grock
mola."

DElwyn George
Morgan
"It takes life to love life"
... sports highlight his idea
of fun... unostentatious
... will try to keep the red
ink out of the ledgers in the
future.

VERRIE ELAINE
Morgan
"Modesty is lovely. It drives
the blush to a maiden's
deam... an evident
sincerity and kindness
... speaks with soft tones
... bright.

LYNNE ALLISON
MOSHER
"Responsibility well taken is
a virtue undefined"... an
independent thinker... sensibl
in all matters... a
dignified charm accent's heir
stately appearance.
DAVID C. MOSS
"As I am, so I see"... sees Bethel through the eyes of a Kiski boy... unassuming... winter sports are his favorite... easy to know and easy to like.

JAMES ADAM MUCCI
"Here is a man who does more things well"... deeply involved in the activities of the Key Club... versatile... a dedicated worker.

ALAN C. MUHL
"Wise words may fall, it seems, from quiet lips"... perceptive ability in the sciences... from him, one learns... humorous at times.

ROBERT PAUL MUR
"Trade is a plant that grows wherever there is peace"... one of the guys... ambition is to secure a job and purchase his own car... quiet and sensitive.

Marilyn Joyce Murphy
"Music is said to be the speech of angels"... a smile for everyone... unassuming and competent... a perfect choice for a teacher of music.

Patricia Ann Murphy
"Liveliness is the leaping lightning"... has the luck of the Irish... a pro at shifting into high... bubbles over with an abundance of energy... "Too bad."

DONNA JEAN MURRAY
"There is no greater delight than to be conscious of sincerity on self-examination"... gets along with people now—will serve them later as a nurse... a competent horsewoman.

Eileen June Nath
"Trouble and I are never far apart"... talkative... glistening hair and smile create her unforgettable image... honorable in character as well as schoolwork.

JOHN H. NELSON, JR.
"It was the calm that precedes the storm"... treasurer of the Key... interested in forestry and biology... one of the nicest guys around.

CHARLES ROBERT NICHOLS
"Speech is the mirror of the soul; as the man is, so is his speech"... a marvelous actor... an individualist in many ways... will teach speech and drama.
MARILYN NIEDRINGHAUS
"Riches adorn the dwelling; virtue adorns the person"... a priceless friend... makes good use of a baton, white collar, and boots... continental charm.

RODNEY NORTH
"Out of the North much good comes forth"... can be seen whizzing past in a white Triumph... humorous... will undoubtedly make something of his life.

CHARLENE OHL
"I always liked a little flirtation"... teasing blue eyes... coy... has the ability to encourage friendship... dark and petite.

LEWIS RICHARD O'REILLY
"I can swim like a fish"... a capable student... usually seen in a red Thunderbird... has an interest in medicine... "Richard Fish."

KATHLEEN MARIE OSWALD
"Patience and time accomplish more than strength or anger"... blonde... plans a future dedicated to the idea of helping others... an optimist.

MAUREEN JOANN O'TOOLE
"The Irish have the best hearts in the world"... of a cooperative nature... tactful... slightly artistic—would like to be a beautician.
VIRGINIA LOUISE PANNER
"Nothing is so popular as kindness" . . . music is her pleasure . . . possesses the patience of a nurse . . . always on the go.

DAVID E. PARRISH
"Quicker than greased lightning" . . . open and friendly . . . runs in cross-country and track . . . records the doings of the Hi-Y.

SUZANNE L. PATERSO
"Rarity enhances pleasure" . . . sews a fine seam . . . effervescent . . . finds happiness in everything . . . "Charming and all."

M. DEAN PAUL
"Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers" . . . a blend of intelligence and athletic ability . . . a hidden wit . . . will be a pre-med student soon.

DOUGLAS PEMBERTON
"No man e'er was glorious who was not laborious" . . . boyish charm . . . always looks on the bright side . . . his future lies in accounting . . . tall and blond.

JUNE JOAN MARGARETTE PENNICK
"With gentle steps she trips the light fantastic" . . . graceful and ladylike . . . determined to gain success . . . sincere in conversation . . . "Good luck!"

SUSAN MARY PETERS
"There is no happiness without action" . . . one of the few girl swimmers—and a good one at that . . . strives to excel . . . "C'est la vie!"

JEANNE ELLEN PFLAUM
"Straight talk ornaments life" . . . will soon be a part of a high school's business department . . . has a good time . . . "Forget it!"

JON PLACE
"A place has been found in the world to calm all dissension" . . . opposed to the idea of work . . . has incredible adventures . . . will go through life laughing.

TIMOTHY O. PLATZ
"Ambition makes people diligent" . . . large in size, large in friendliness . . . after high school, a stint in the service will be his . . . "Hi, cut!"
WILLIAM THOMAS POLITO
"All things are won by diligence" . . . an air of ruggedness about him . . . quiet at the proper time . . . fascinated by watts and volts—he'll probably be an electrical technician.

CLAUDIA GENE PONTANO
"Some chase delight and it flies from them; she stands still and it flies to her" . . . big brown eyes . . . knows Bethel's every secret . . . gaiety covers her sensitive nature.

DONNA MARIE PROKOPCHAK
"It is a life I have desired; I will thrive" . . . will enter nursing . . . has the knack to make conversation a new experience . . . a distinct personality . . . charming.

KATHLEEN PUGLISI
"Thrice happy is she who is so well assured" . . . small in size, but heard all over . . . proficient in styling hair . . . enthusiastic . . . "a boss little number."

JOHN EDWARD FUKYLO
"It is astonishing the power of words over men" . . . talks in his own special way . . . "Where's what's his face?" . . . diligent student of mechanics . . . usually in the midst of chaos.

PATRICIA ANN QUEL
"For me it is to laugh" . . . devilish green eyes . . . making headway for her future career in business . . . a flirtatious smile and an outgoing manner.

BETH ELLEN RALSTON
"There is mirth in her heart, good sense in her head" . . . the refined air of a lady . . . lovable . . . there is a warmth in her friendship . . . statuesque beauty.

DOUGLAS SCOTT RAMEY
"A man is what he is interested in" . . . fascinated by things dealing with science . . . his future is in the air—he may be a pilot . . . "Put it in R for race!"

RUTH ANN RAWSON
"A gentle heart is the beginning of all knowledge" . . . intelligent and perceptive . . . tries her best to be a good friend . . . "Gee whiz!"

KAREN LEE REINHARDT
"I am taken by these things, but they do not take me in" . . . daring . . . In conversation she proves to be fascinating . . . "I'm shaking" . . . mischievous.
LARRY DENNIS REINHARDT
"Deeds, not words, impress" . . . quiet among strangers
. . . his choice is the Navy,
a draftsman is his goal . . .
"How about that?"

CHARLES ROY REINHART
"God is proud of those who
are tall" . . . the cause of
tum and riots . . . one of the
stars of his homeroom
basketball team . . .
assured.

RICHARD REISIGER
"When the going gets tough,
the tough get going" . . . an
intrepid leader . . . good-
natured . . . in years to
come he'll be the one to fill
your prescriptions.

TIMOTHY RICHARD RHODES
"Wit is the dexterity of
thought" . . . plans on being
something unusual . . . a
beachcomber perhaps . . . a
sports enthusiast . . .
possesses an interesting turn
of mind.

KIM E. RICHESON
"Humor is the electric
atmosphere; wit is the flash"
. . . his intelligence is not
confined to one area . . .
sharp . . . dignified and
considerate.

CAROL JEAN RICHTER
"True happiness is of a
retired nature, and an enemy
of pomp and noise" . . . the
winner of Carl, the
Thanksgiving turkey . . . a
wandering mind . . . passive
. . . one rarely knows what
she's thinking.

WILLIAM FREDERICK RIEDELL
"Silence may be more
expressive than all words
ever spoken" . . . talented
in the field of mechanics
. . . sprint car racing is on
his mind . . . "Keep it un-
der a hundred."

JANET ANN RINGEL
"Precious things are not
found in heaps" . . . a
success in anything she
undertakes . . . a fine
actress as well as violin
player . . . pretty.

MARTIN CARL ROACH
"How good to be talented;
how wise to use one's talents
well" . . . Proficient in
Varsity sports . . . one who
finds delight in making
mischief . . . genuine . . .
wants with confidence.

DAVID D. ROESSLER
"The secret of success is
constancy of purpose" . . .
fascinated by Ballistic
missiles . . . "Oh well" . . .
has a wonderful way with
people . . . happy-go-lucky.
JUDITH ELLEN ROMAN
"I have always thought the actions of men the best interpreters of their thoughts... intrigued by the idea of teaching... helps run the band... an able companion."

JOHN H. ROONEY, JR.
"He who leaves the fame of his good works behind him does not die... blond and cool... behind the Senior class all the way... an interest in his community.

JAMES ROOT
"Men of few words are the best men... enjoys being a spectator at car races... big and husky... an accountant in the near future... quiet."

ALICE ELIZABETH ROWSWELL
"If personality were wealth, she'd be a millionaire... personable... in this case noise is welcome... doubly enthusiastic when it comes to sports such as swimming.

TERRY ROBERT RUSSELL
"He deserves paradise who makes his friends laugh... uninhibited Senior... collegiate, cool, and casual... wants to be a millionaire beachcomber."

CAROL RYDER
"In silence many virtues lie... a veteran Bethette... one feels industrious by just being around her... an honor student.

GARY B. SAHLER
"Competition is the life and soul of business... a future businessman out to conquer the world... nonchalant... to look at him one would think of seriousness, to know him is a different thing.

JANET SAWCHAK
"Give me my fling and let me have my say... generous... adds a bit of class to any group... lucky is the executive who has her for his secretary.

DENISE CHRISTINE SCHEIDEL
"The glass of fashion reflects the woman... an admirable wardrobe... wants the best things that life has to offer... a mixture of fun and laughter.

JUDITH ANN SCLARLB
"There is nothing so tender a nature as the conduct of ladies... beautiful clothes are at her disposal... kind and courteous... "Oh, come on."
L. LYNN SCHLEIHAUF
"Love is like linen; the more often changed, the sweeter" . . . could talk a blue streak . . . unpredictable . . . "Who cares?"

DOUGLAS PAUL SCHNABEL
"The long race is truly to the lean" . . . a dedicated boy who is a definite part of his community . . . the wilds of the forest beckon him . . . always calm and collected.

JUDITH ANN SCHUENZEL
"Men must be taught as if you taught them not" . . . will make a fine teacher . . . blonde hair is her distinguishing trademark as well as a flashing smile . . . composed.

LINDA JEAN SCHULZ
"Art is the unique result of a unique temperament" . . . has the aesthetic mind of an artist . . . radiates warmth . . . a calmness surrounds her even in the most harrowing situations . . . deadline time for instance.

CAROL LYNN SCHUTTE
"The most completely lost of all days is the day which one has not laughed" . . . her expressions constitute her character . . . lively . . . her emotions are deep and plainly evident.

PAUL EDWARD SCOTT
"A man whose speeches all ears took captive" . . . his actions are as expressive as his words . . . a fine leader . . . intelligent and capable . . . a success in everything he tries.

ALFRED SEDDON
"I dare do all that may become a man; who dares do more is none" . . . strong and masculine . . . adds that spark of humor . . . "That's kosher."

JUDITH ANN SELL
"Happiness of the heart causes a fair color in the face" . . . talking comes naturally . . . implied indifference . . . "Oh my gosh" . . . casual—not a warrior.

SUZANNE LEE SHANNON
"Sport is the sweetest when no spectators" . . . excellent reader and fast talker . . . interested in the business world . . . bouncy . . . will do anything.

SUZANNE SHEARER
"It is difficult to say how men's minds are conciliated by kind manner and gentle speech" . . . confident . . . adds fun to any gathering . . . "What's new?"
CHAREN ANNE SHIREY
"Everything ends in song" . . . her beautiful voice charms any audience . . . amiable . . . college is one of her ambitions . . . "What do you say?"

NANCY ANN SHIRING
"Our own actions are our security, not others' judgments" . . . finds golf enjoyable . . . a teaching profession is in her mind . . . delightful . . . a definite aversion to typing.

GERALD EDWARD SIDICK
"Our ideals are our better selves" . . . possesses ambition and a hard-working nature . . . aeronautical engineering is his choice for the future . . . honest and altruistic.

BEVERLY LEE SIMMONS
"Good things are twice as good when they are short" . . . Bethel's top songstress . . . a future business leader . . . "I kid you not."

DAVID SIMMONS
"They scorn the land who sail upon the sea" . . . a future Navy man . . . "Let's make the scene lad" . . . a way of speaking all his own.

WILLIAM SIMPSON
"I want what I want when I want it" . . . a will of his own . . . looks forward to living in his own bachelor apartment . . . cool clothes.

SHARON A. SIVERTS
"Poise is the mirror of self-confidence" . . . delicate, refined features . . . expresses definite views of her own . . . perhaps a domestic future as a home economist.

GEORGE A. M. SMERIGAN
"He is twice happy who has an intelligence he doesn't take seriously" . . . congenial . . . at home in a physics lab . . . "You're all right."

KAREN JANE SMITH
"The intelligent woman knows above all that silence is best" . . . usually found in the midst of deep thought . . . her practical ideas will help in teaching.

NANCY ELIZABETH SMITH
"She for her part made us cheer heaven high" . . . wonderful to talk to, brightens up any group . . . "Let's go see the green man!" . . . cool and classy.
JANET MARIE SNYDER
"To be lively as to make the party a success" . . . don't look for an argument here . . . "Oh gee" . . . spent many an afternoon in the gym . . . excitable.

MARGARET ANN SORCE
"Kindness is the noblest weapon to conquer with" . . . has intelligent ideas which are expressed freely . . . ingenious methods . . . "Are you for real?"

GREGG MCKAY SORVAS
"You are you and I am I" . . . an independence all his own . . . a beachboy . . . well known for his collegiate clothes and white corvette . . . teasing.

MARY ELLEN SPENCE
"There is no courage but in innocence" . . . a mind sparked by intelligent thoughts . . . warm and sincere . . . "Do you mind?"

DONALD EARL SPENCER, JR.
"Such self-confidence need not fear the sight of dangers . . . dark and good looking . . . finds life delightful and lives it that way . . . "Skip."

BETSY LYNN SPRINGER
"A good talker implies a good audience" . . . an avid interest in people and their activities . . . "Oh, you're going to get it!" . . . plans to become a nurse . . . lively.

SHIRLEY ANN STANILAND
"Cheerfulness has an incurable habit of breaking in" . . . a calming gentleness . . . found where there is work at hand . . . meticulous . . . recorded Senior activities.

DONNA MARIE STASIUK
"Let everyone's hope be in herself" . . . baby blue eyes . . . sincerity is the basis of her friendship . . . an effervescent humor . . . drama touches her moods.
JAMES MICHAEL STAUFFER
"A hot temper overrides a cold deceree" ... enjoys being with people ... he has the logical mind it takes to become a Certified Public Accountant ... "Piker."

PAUL KENT STEFKO
"A face that reflects what the mind is thinking" ... an invigorating smile ... his collegiate clothes fit in with the campus atmosphere ... fluctuating moods ... "I don't want to hear it."

PHILIP RALPH STEIGNER
"He owns the vital glow of life" ... a strapping tackle ... quite an extrovert ... he plans a future among the trees ... his friendship is sincere.

CATHLEEN BRADY STEWART
"Emotions are life, whether they be expressed through laughter or tears" ... frolic atops pensive thought ... intelligent and opinionated ... can never do too much for a friend ... slightly rebellious.

BETTY LOU STICKLER
"I will live all I can" ... assists many of our office staff and guidance counselors ... nice to talk to ... never gets upset or excited ... "What's the story?"

LESLEY LEE STRAUB
"Wit to persuade and beauty to delight" ... utterly feminine ... creates a world of her own through writing ... trust her with anything ... especially your friendship.

THEODORE RALPH SUNDER
"Intelligence is the first requisite for a rare wit" ... "I will be a surgeon," Ted answered cuttingly ... an interest in drama and debate ... rather ambitious.

HARRY JAMES SYE
"The reward of a thing well done is to have done it" ... he manages and gets along ... friendly nature ... tall and dark ... will make business his business.

RICHARD LEE TAYLOR
"The stronger always succeeds" ... has a friendly disposition ... is never satisfied until he has obtained the best ... a C.P.A. perhaps ... "You aren't as dumb as you look!"
ALAN STUART THOMAS
"Praise always follows when toil has made the way" ... one of the hardest workers ... a shiny M.D. shingle is in his plans ... cooperative ... gets along well in any group.

DOROTHY ANN THOMAS
"What virtue is beyond generosity" ... dark almond eyes ... makes the abstract concrete—an enthusiasm for modern art ... "Himmel."

PAUL DREW THOMPSON
"So far as man thinks, he is free" ... pharmacy is at the top of his list of future plans ... at home on the stage ... confident ... "What, me worry?"

ALBERT RONALD THORHAUER
"He who has an art has everywhere a part" ... a responsible member of Bethel's dance band and concert band ... tall ... plans to be an electrical engineer.

JAMES ELLIOTT THWAITE
"Rewarded are those who follow the path of righteousness" ... frequently choses the bounding ball to the basket ... meditates over important ideas ... one of these is physical therapy.

SUSAN MILDRED TIETZ
"If a woman has long hair, it is a glory to her" ... always has an intelligent answer ... demure ... finds time for everyone ... "That's funny."

DORLENE LEE TOTH
"On with the dance! Let joy be unconfined." ... walks with others yet alone ... poised and self-confident ... "I doubt it" ... her year-round tan is the thing.

ROGER KENNETH TOWLE
"A scholar is the happiest of men" ... someone to rely upon ... a very able musician ... to be an accountant is his desire ... "How's your sister?"

PATSY JOSEPH TRANQUILLI
"After the greatest clouds, the sun" ... displayed his strength in soccer ... has that masculine appeal ... dark ... one of the few who is really happy.

TRASATTI, ELEANOR T.
"Should all men put their joys up on a single spot, mine would surpass them all" ... personable and easy to get along with ... snapping dark eyes ... overall striking appearance.
VIRGINIA MAE VARLEY
"She gave the gift of sweet song" . . . a lovely voice . . . an interest in people will lead the way to a teaching career . . . never a sad moment.

VICTORIA TROJANOR
"She lives happy who from day to day can say, "I have lived!" . . . reserved . . . All her acquaintances are her friends . . . will ply her trade in beauty.

WILLIAM GEORGE WALLACE
"Faith giveth the victory and overcometh all" . . . devoted to a pattern of ideals . . . the president of the '64 band . . . responsible.

JESSE WILLIAM ULLOM
"A friend is a person with whom you dare to be yourself" . . . a devotee of sports . . . he'll work with square roots and coefficients in the future . . . "I care."

JANET ELAINE WATSON
"Blessed are the innocent, for theirs is the kingdom most beautiful" . . . an unawareness conceals her inner-most thoughts . . . definitely an individual . . . humor is never lost . . . no one could change her—no one would want to.

JEFFREY THOMAS WAYMAN
"A good leader makes good company" . . . a veteran class officer . . . creative abilities lie in every field imaginable . . . an unforgettable personality of Bethel's '64 class—We'll miss him.

LYNN WEINHOLD
"Imagination is the counterpart of beauty" . . . takes everything in stride—good things naturally come her way . . . understanding yet not understandable . . . feline green eyes.

NORMAN LEE WEST
"Out where the smiles dwell a little longer—that's where the West begins" . . . an individualist in dress and manner . . . will spend his future flying coast to coast.

WILLIAM M. WESCOTT
"He who has great strength should use it gently" . . . an unusual laugh . . . has the outlook of an independent . . . will make a fine business administrator.

VIRGINIA M. WHITMYRE
"Writing is but a different name for conversation" . . . bubbles over with energy . . . a definite flair for music . . . vivacious . . . "Sir . . . !"
JANICE RUTH WILK
"Nothing in the affairs of men is worth worrying about" . . . indispensable member of the business curriculum . . . energetic . . . has that youthful heart.

JAMES WALLACE WILKES, JR.
"Music finds its way into the secret places of the soul" . . . interesting when drawn into conversation . . . a future Navy man . . . enthusiastic . . . has versatile ways.

GARY PALIN WILKINSON
"Politeness costs nothing and gains everything" . . . tactful and diplomatic . . . finds the ways and means for anything . . . a man about town . . . his future lies in dentistry.

ALAN REID WILLIAMSON
"I will succeed by magic numbers" . . . his endeavors will be in the field of mathematics . . . hard working when he has to be . . . "Good grief."

Marilyn Kay Wilson
"To view her happiness is to create your own" . . . a frank manner, an impulsive nature . . . bubbly like champagne, she intoxicates.

PATRICIA A. WYNN
"'Tis a pleasure to go mad" . . . there's never a dull moment when she's around . . . in her serious moods, a wonderful friend . . . maybe she'll be a lady barber.

John P. Yost
"Science is nothing but good sense and sound reason" . . . one of our backstage artists . . . supervisor of technical details . . . always hurrying . . . on his way to becoming an electrical engineer.

WILLIAM JOHN YOST
"Trust thyself: Every heart vibrates to that iron string" . . . the cross country and track boys rely upon his management . . . a good mind.

LAUREL YOUNG
"Friendship is the golden thread which embroiders the silver cloth of life" . . . sophisticated . . . enjoys the good things life has to offer . . . sincere.

MARGARET NAN ZEILER
"With confidence there is every friendship" . . . leader of the ushers . . . on the go, ever talking . . . thinking about business education for a career . . . "How many days?"
PETER T. ZERANSKI
"The greatest orator in the world is success" . . . public relations is definitely his field . . . also dabbles a bit in dramatics . . . talkative.

ROBERT ZIOLKOWSKI
"He who is last is never the least" . . . curiosity and intelligence definitely there, but never shown intentionally . . . keeps to himself.